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CHAPTER ~

A COI\IPREHE\'SI\T STCDV OF CLOSED-LOOP PO'\ER CO\'TROL SCHE'lES I\'

CDlVIA CO:\l;\lL\'ICATlO\' SVSTE'I
Shariev1. Raihan1.a, l'v1. Habib Ullah~·b

LCDept. of ECE. Faculty of Engineering
Intemational Islamic Uni\ersity J\laIaysia

"drraihan'ii iiul11.edu.my.hahlb l.:t~i(l \a11oo.1.:0111

-tl I:\TRODUCTIO:\
Wireless cellular communication systems have experienced a rapid gro\\1h during the last

two decades. The first-generation (I G) systems were analog and provided wireless speech
sen ice. The major improvement in the transition to second-generation (2G) systems was the
digital transmission technology. \\hich enabled the use of error correction coding and
increased service quality and capacity [1]. The 2G systems have evolved further to provide
also packet-switched data service in addition to the conventional circuit-switched sen ices like
the lamiliar speech service.

In CD\lA systems the users transmit their signals simultaneously in the same frequency
band. Each user is given a dedicated spreading code, which is used to identify the users in the
receivers by correlating the received signal with a replica of the desired user's code. Power
control (PC) aims to control the transmission po\\ers in such a way that the co-channel
interference is minimized. In this study the power control techniques investigated and
JILI\LCd,

Transmission power control (IPC) IS vital tor capacity and pertimnance in cellular
communication systems, where high interference is always present due to trequency reuse.
The basic intent is to control the transmission po\\ers in such a way that the interference
power t1'om each transmitter to other co-channel users is minimized [2].

-t.2 THE PO\\ER CO:\TROL l\IODEL EI\IPLOYED 1:\ THIS STUDY
The algorithms chosen in this study are targeted to improve the TPC pertormance in the

presence of the practical limitations. The assumption behind thc pretelTed algorithms is that
the imp lementation of TPC is done using the combinat ion of open loop. closed loop and outer
loop PC.

The closed loop PC algorithm employed in Ul\1TS and IS-95 systems is a fixed-step power
contro I (FSPC) algorithm. This type 0 f algorithm has been presented in [9]. It is given by

(4.1 )

\\here all the variables are in decibels, pi(t), / (I) and i': (l) are the transmission power, SIR

target and measured SIR. respecti\ely. of user i at time 1. 8 is the fixed step size.
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The po\\er control system model is illustrated in Figure -t.1 fix uplink. The n-sample delay
block models the power control loop delay. ~ote that the integrator in the mobile unit
inherently includes a delay of one sample. Hence the total loop delay is k = n + 1. At time t the
base station measures the uplink SIR.




